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NEW ISSUES  
COMPONENT IMPACT ISSUE REPORTED 

DATE 
RELEASE 

DATE 
API/MetaEd Data Reporting In the 

StudentSpecialEducationProgramAssociation.LanguageAcquisition 
common type, data elements FrequencyOfServices (E1663) and 
HoursSpentReceivingServices (E1664) are required. These two 
data elements are reported alongside LangAcqServicesProvided 
(E1662). When descriptor value '00' (Services not Provided) is 
reported for LangAcqServicesProvided, there is no corresponding 
value to report for either FrequencyOfServices or 
HoursSpentReceivingServices. 
 
TEA will be updating FrequencyOfServices and 
HoursSpentReceivingServices to be optional so they can be 
omitted when LangAcqServicesProvided is reported as '00'. Going 
forward, business validation rules 41163-0055 and 41163-0056 
will fire when these two data elements are omitted and a value 
other than '00' is reported for LangAcqServicesProvided. 

03/25/24 APRIL 2024 

API/MetaEd Data Reporting Data element AttendanceZoneCampus (E1633) is currently part of 
the key for the 
StudentResidentialFacilityAssociation.StudentResFacAssocSet 
common type.  
 
TEA will be updating the key for this common type to only be data 
element StudentResFacAssocSetBeginDate (E3064). 

04/02/24 APRIL 2024 

Class Roster Business Validation 
Rules 

The following Class Roster business validation rule is firing 
incorrectly due to sections attached to CourseCodes that begin 
with "SA", "SE", "SR", "SS", or "8" being promoted for the 
Staff>Teacher Class Assignment Category/Subcategory. 
 
30305-0004 
 
TEA will be updating the promotion logic for the Staff>Teacher 
Class Assignment Category/Subcategory to exclude promoting 
course sections that are attached to CourseCodes that begin with 
"SA", "SE", "SR", "SS", or "8". 

4/8/24 APRIL 2024 

ECDS Business Validation 
Rules 

The following ECDS business validation rules are not firing due to 
incorrectly being associated with the Student > Enrollment 
subcategory: 
 
40110-0173 
40110-0179 
40110-0184 
40110-0206 
 
TEA will be updating the configuration of these rules to the 
correct subcategory Student > Enrollment (School Association) for 
the rules to fire. 

03/20/24 APRIL 2024 

 

  



UPDATED ISSUES 
COMPONENT IMPACT ISSUE REPORTED 

DATE 
API/MetaEd Data Reporting * The ReportingPeriodExt (TX) does not allow multiple 

CalendarDate references to be reported for each 
ReportingPeriod (E0934). Currently, only one 
CalendarDate reference can be reported for each 
ReportingPeriod.  
 
TEA will be updating the key fields in the 
ReportingPeriodExt (TX) entity for the 2023-2024 school 
year. Going forward, the key fields will be the 
CalendarDate reference and the ReportingPeriod data 
element. 

07/17/23 

* An asterisk indicates which column(s) was updated 

  



APRIL 2024 RELEASE 
COMPONENT IMPACT ISSUE REPORTED 

DATE 
Class Roster CLS2-100-003 Staff Class 

Assignment Report 
The Class Roster Winter report CLS2-100-003 is not 
running successfully. Users receive a report status of 
‘Failed’ when they run the report. 

03/08/24 

RF Tracker Data Promotion If the FirstName (E0703), MiddleName (E0704), or 
LastSurname (E0705) value for a staff or student exceeds 
60 characters, it will cause errors when the data is 
promoted to the Core data mart.  
 
TEA will be updating the Core data mart to allow the 
FirstName, MiddleName, and LastSurname records to be 
up to 75 characters, which would match the Ed-Fi 
standard.  

07/31/23 

 

  



MAY 2024 RELEASE 
COMPONENT IMPACT ISSUE REPORTED 

DATE 
DMC Level 1.5 Filters ‘Descriptor Value’ filter results are being triggered for 

Landing Zone only data elements, such as Term and 
Achievement Category. These data elements do not have 
any TSDS reportable values and cannot be corrected with 
a descriptor mapping. LEAs should ignore these Level 1.5 
filter results until a software release resolves the issue. 
The data is flowing to TSDS correctly despite what the 
message on the filter result states.  
 
Workaround: LEAs can use the ‘Verified’ flag to hide 
these filter results. 

02/01/24 

ECDS ECD0-000-002 Early Childhood 
Assessment Summary 

An issue has been identified on the ESC version of the 
ECD0-000-002 report that may cause the report to 
display incomplete data or no data at all. 

03/13/24 

 

 

  



2024-2025 SCHOOL YEAR RELEASE 
COMPONENT IMPACT ISSUE REPORTED 

DATE 
API/MetaEd Data Reporting The data element ProgramType (E1337) must be 

reported when reporting students with a 
ParentalPermission (E0896), including the descriptor 
value 'C' (Parent or Guardian Denied Placement of an 
EB/EL in any Special Lang Program). Currently, the 
ProgramType descriptor table does not contain a 
program for parent denial. TEA will evaluate the table for 
possible changes to the 2024-2025 TEDS to resolve the 
issue. 
 
Workaround: TEA does not promote the value for 
ProgramType to any PEIMS or Core submission so LEAs 
may report any value for students being reported with a 
ParentalPermission of 'C'. 

11/09/23 

API/MetaEd Data Reporting The InstructionalSettingSets common type does not allow 
for multiple instructional settings to be reported with the 
same InstructionalSettingBeginDate (E3025). When data 
is reported with the same InstructionalSettingBeginDate, 
a Level 1 error is triggered. 
    
TEA is evaluating the data standards to determine what 
changes will need to be made to allow for multiple 
instructional settings to be reported with the same begin 
date. 
 
Workaround: The LEA should load only one 
InstructionalSettingSet. A student who receives speech 
therapy services and who also receives instructional 
services through another InstructionalSetting (E0173) 
should be reported with the primary setting (not with 00) 
and a SpecialEducationProgramService   (E3058) 25 
(Student Receives Speech Therapy Along With Service 
Through Another Special Education Instructional Setting). 

11/10/23 



API/MetaEd Data Reporting The StaffServiceSets common type does not allow for 
multiple staff services to be reported with the same 
StaffService (E3072) descriptor value and 
StaffServiceBeginDate (E3060). When data is reported 
with the same StaffService and StaffServiceBeginDate, a 
Level 1 error is triggered. This may impact special 
education aides who provide the same service   for 
multiple grade levels.  
 
TEA is evaluating the data standards to determine what 
changes will need to be made to allow for multiple staff 
service sets to be reported with the same StaffService 
and StaffServiceBeginDate values.   
 
Workaround: For the parallel year, LEAs should either 
only provide one StaffServiceSet for the instructional aide 
or provide a different StaffServiceBeginDate for the same 
StaffService to avoid errors.  

11/17/23 

IODS Pre-Populated Data Administrative campuses are not included in the campus 
data that TEA is pre-populating in each LEA's IODS. This 
can cause errors when reporting non-instructional staff 
at an administrative campus. TEA is continuing to 
evaluate this issue to determine the long-term solution. 
 
Workaround: Vendors are able to publish these 
additional campus records to the Schools resource. A 
GradeLevel (E0017) must be supplied when reporting a 
campus. Any value can be reported for an administrative 
campus since the GradeLevel is not promoted to the 
PEIMS and Core data marts for these campuses. 

10/13/23 

PEIMS 40100-0095 Rule 40100-0095 is firing when data element 
UnaccompaniedYouth (E1084) is not reported for a Prior 
Year Leaver who is reported with a value for the 
HomelessStatus (E1082) data element. Prior Year Leavers 
do not report any data regarding UnaccompaniedYouth 
status. 
 
LEAs can disregard this validation in the parallel PEIMS 
Fall and Summer Submissions. TEA will be updating the 
rule for 2024-2025 to no longer apply to Prior Year 
Leavers. 

01/31/24 



PEIMS 40100-0156  In the Upgrade TEDS 2024.2.1 publication, descriptor 
value '0' was removed from the C122 
TitleIPartAParticipant descriptor table. As such, TEA is no 
longer expecting StudentTitleIPartAProgramAssociation 
for every enrolled student.  
 
However, TEA did not remove fatal validation rule 40100-
0156, which requires 
StudentTitleIPartAProgramAssociation data for all 
students with an AsOfStatusLastFridayOctober (E3007) 
equal to 'B', 'D', 'F', or 'X', from the TSDS Upgrade PEIMS 
environment.  
 
TEA has downgraded this rule in the PEIMS parallel 
environment from a fatal to a special warning. LEAs can 
ignore this validation in the parallel PEIMS Fall 
submission. TEA will be updating the 2025 data standards 
to remove this validation rule. 

01/09/24 

PEIMS 41461-0013 Rule 41461-0013 is firing for Prior Year Leavers because 
those students will not be reported with a value of 'B', 
'D', 'F', or 'X' for the AsOfStatusLastFridayOctober (E3007) 
data element. 
 
LEAs can disregard this validation error in the parallel 
PEIMS Fall submission. TEA will be removing this 
validation rule for 2024-2025 school year. 

01/25/24 

PEIMS Data Promotion If a student has multiple Language (E3033) values for 
either the 'Home Language' or 'Student Language' 
Language Use (E3035) in their IODS, the system will only 
promote one Language value each Language Use.  
 
After promoting data to PEIMS, LEAs should utilize the 
Data Search functionality to verify the correct home 
language and student language values promoted for their 
students.  
   
TEA is evaluating the issue to determine what changes 
will need to be made to ensure the correct language 
values are promoted for the home language and student 
language.  

12/28/23 



PEIMS Data Promotion When a student is reported in the PriorYearLeaver entity 
with an ExitWithdrawType (E1001) not equal to '01' 
(Graduate), and 
IndividualGraduationCommitteeGraduateIndicator 
(E1562) is not equal to 'true' the data element is 
promoted to PEIMS with a value of '00'.  The result is 
causing rule 40203-0005 to fire. 
 
TEA will update the PEIMS promotion logic to not 
promote a value when    
IndividualGraduationCommitteeGraduateIndicator is not 
equal to 'true'. 

01/24/24 

PEIMS Data Promotion When a student is reported in the PriorYearLeaver entity 
with an ExitWithdrawType (E1001) not equal to '01' 
(Graduate) and FHSPDistingLevelGraduate (E1542) is not 
equal to 'true' the data element is promoted to PEIMS 
with a value of '0'. The result is causing rule 40203-0012 
to fire. 
 
TEA will update the PEIMS promotion logic to not 
promote a value when FHSPDistingLevelGraduate is not 
'true'. 

01/24/24 

PEIMS Data Promotion When a student's data is published to the IODS with no 
value for the EndorsementCompleted (E3021) data 
element, the PEIMS Fall promotion logic will promote the 
value with a '0' to the PEIMS data mart. This is causing 
validation rule 48011-0028 to misfire when a student's 
DiplomaType (E0806) is not a value of '34', '35', '40', '54', 
'55', '56' or '57'. 
  
TEA will be updating the PEIMS Fall promotion logic to no 
longer default a value of '0' when the 
EndorsementCompleted is not supplied in the IODS. LEAs 
can ignore this validation rule in this scenario for the 
remainder of the parallel submission year. 

02/06/24 

SPPI-14 SPP0-000-002 TSDS SPPI-14 
Expected Student Counts Report 

The SPP0-000-002 report is running longer than 
expected. Please note that the report will process but it 
may take a few hours to complete. TEA will be improving 
the performance of this report for the 2024-2025 school 
year. 
 
Reminder: This report is only available at the ESC-level. 
The student counts on the report should match the 
number of students that promote to the SPPI-14 data 
mart. LEAs are encouraged to promote their SPPI-14 data 
to ensure accurate submission data in the parallel 
environment. 

02/09/24 

 



RELEASE TBD 
COMPONENT IMPACT ISSUE REPORTED 

DATE 

API/MetaEd Data Reporting The CourseTranscript common type does not allow for 
multiple course transcripts to be reported with the same 
CourseCode (E3071) with different course sequence 
codes for a student. When data is loaded with the same 
CourseCode, a Level 1 error is triggered. 
 
TEA is evaluating the data standards to determine what 
changes will need to be made to allow for multiple 
course transcripts to be loaded with the same 
CourseCode for a student. 

01/26/23 

Class Roster CLS1-100-006 Fall Submission 
Summary Report 
 
CLS2-100-003 Winter Staff Class 
Assignment Report 
 
CLS2-100-006 Winter Submission 
Summary Report 

When these reports are run for the first time a status of 
'undefined' is displayed. Once the refresh button is 
clicked, the status appropriately displays 'in progress'. 
This issue does not impact the generation of the report. 
 
Workaround: LEAs can click the 'refresh' button to 
display the correct status.  

05/26/23 

DMC L1.5 Filters - Unique ID 
Staff/Student 

If the FirstName (E0703), MiddleName (E0704), or 
LastSurname (E0705) value for a staff or student exceeds 
60 characters, it may cause an invalid L1.5 Filter. 
 
TEA will be updating the eScholar Unique ID application 
to allow the FirstName, MiddleName, and LastSurname 
data elements to be up to 75 characters, which will 
match the Ed-Fi standard.    

07/31/23 

 

  



RECENTLY RESOLVED ISSUES 
The following issues have been resolved since the last publica�on of this document.  

COMPONENT IMPACT ISSUE RESOLUTION 
DATE 

Class Roster Business Validation Rules The following Class Roster business validation rules are 
not firing due to incorrectly being associated with the 
Student > Enrollment subcategory: 
 
40110-0223 
40110-0224 
 
TEA will be updating the configuration of these rules to 
the correct subcategory Student > Enrollment (School 
Association) for the rules to fire. 

04/16/24 

DMC Level 2 Validations - Charter 
School Waitlist 

LEAs running Level 2 Validations for the Charter School 
Waitlist submission are receiving a 'Failed - System Error' 
validation request status for the Campus, Enrollment 
(School Association), and Student Basic Information 
subcategories. 
 
Workaround: This issue is unique to Level 2 Validations. 
LEAs should proceed with their Charter School Waitlist 
parallel testing in the downstream Core application until 
TEA is able to resolve the issue.    

04/16/24 

PEIMS 40100-0199 Validation rule 40100-0199 is misfiring because the 
IBCVendor (C226) descriptor table has not been updated 
with the latest descriptors for the 2023-2024 school year.  
 
TEA will be updating the descriptor table with the latest 
descriptors for the 2024-2025 school year. LEAs can 
ignore this validation rule for the remainder of the 
parallel submission year.  

04/16/24 

PEIMS Data Promotion A PEIMS Mid-year data promotion issue has been 
identified with the Finance > Actual subcategory. The 
EndDate (E3020) was included in the promotion logic and 
it should not have been. 
 
TEA will be updating the PEIMS Mid-year promotion logic 
to correct the issue. Additionally, for the 2024-2025 
school year, BeginDate (E3010) and EndDate were 
removed from the PriorYearActualExt entity in TEDS. 

04/16/24 



PEIMS Data Promotion A PEIMS Mid-year data promotion issue has been 
identified with the Education Organization > Campus 
subcategory. Campuses with a status of 'Under 
Construction' are not included in the data promoted to 
the PEIMS data mart. 
 
TEA will be updating the Mid-year promotion logic to 
include Under Construction campuses from the prior 
school year. 

04/16/24 

PEIMS Data Promotion If a student is reported in the PriorYearLeaver entity with 
an AsOfStatusLastFridayOctober (E3007) equal to 'A' and 
is also reported in the Student entity with an 
AsOfStatusLastFridayOctober equal to ‘B’, 'C', 'D', or 'E' 
the PEIMS application issues an ORA unique constraint 
(duplicate) error when promoting data.  
 
TEA will be updating the PEIMS Fall data promotion logic 
to avoid this promotion error. 

04/16/24 
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